Meliá Cayo Santa María: five star relaxation, wellbeing and tranquility


A Caribbean, tropical atmosphere in unique, natural surroundings with a white sandy beach.



The best option for wellness and well-being lovers in a family- and couple-oriented location.



'Aguas Claras' Yhi spa, enveloped by breathtaking nature.



An all-inclusive resort with a wide range of services for families and groups of friends.



Refined gastronomy with Japanese and French specialities (new).



Modern rooms with abundant space and a tropical design concept.



Luxury rooms with exclusive service and special amenities.



Club Cubamigos for kids to enjoy their holidays to the limit.

Welcome to the Meliá Cayo Santa María
Traditional and refined, the Meliá Cayo Santa María offers superb services for relaxation in an
atmosphere of wellbeing and tranquility. A leafy tree with comfy chairs dominates the open and
fresh lobby, decorated in soft tropical colors, in perfect harmony with the Cuban Caribbean
environment. From the lobby bar terraces enjoy the beautiful natural surroundings and the views of
the gardens and pool.




IDYLLIC SURROUNDINGS
This five star all inclusive holiday resort, located right on the beach in Cayo Santa María, is reminiscent
of a traditional Caribbean village.
It covers an area of 12,000 m² with extensive facilities for families, an excellent Yhi Spa in a beautiful
natural setting and a Club Cubamigos where our youngest guests will have great fun.

HOTEL WITH AMAZING POSSIBILITIES
 The rooms are distributed amongst 2 storey bungalows


All the rooms have views of the gardens and provide a wide range of accommodation possibilities and
facilities



Highlights include the Deluxe Romance Suites, exclusive rooms on the top floor facing the sea with
gorgeous sea views providing the exclusive Luxury Services and special attentions, offering guests the
opportunity to enjoy a unique and unforgettable holiday experience



THE FINEST SERVICES
The hotel has a square with terraces for the Japanese and French restaurants, with a bar in the waiting
area



Gazebo for weddings overlooking the sea



Bars with exquisite tropical cocktails and the best Cuban and international drinks



Freshwater pools, direct access to the beach, beauty salon, Fitness Center, daytime and evening
activity programs through the Club House, tennis court, beach volleyball and nautical area. The best
option for lovers of wellness and wellbeing in a couple and family orientated atmosphere in Cayo Santa
María



LOCATION
500 meters from Sol Cayo Santa María



3 km from Meliá Las Dunas



10 km from the Las Brujas airport



55 km from Caibarién



62 km from Remedios



110 km from the International Airport of Abel Santa María, in Santa Clara



177 km from Cienfuegos



198 km from Trinidad



386 km from Havana

